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Aker BP buys Hess Norge
Aker BP will purchase the Norwegian operations of
Hess for $2 billion. The combined operations will
bolster Aker’s production by about 17% or 24 000
barrels of oil equivalent/day.

FRAM

Shell proposes to develop the Fram gas and gas
condensate field, located in Blocks 29/3a, 29/4c,
29/8a, 29/9c in the Central North Sea. The field will
be developed using existing Starling infrastructure
as a subsea tie-back to the Shearwater platform.

OneSubsea Reliance

NEWS
Subsea 7 Acquires Normand Oceanic but
turns down Baker Hughes

OneSubsea has been awarded an engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC) contract by
Reliance Industries, for the supply of the subsea
production system for the R Cluster (Block KG-D6)
Project, offshore the east coast of India.
The scope of this project includes trees, subsea
manifolds, control system, tie-in system, multiphase meters, intervention tooling and test equipment for the R Cluster field. The contract also
includes installation and commissioning support
and life-of-field services. Reliance has the option to
award the supply of the subsea production system
for additional wells for the Satellite fields.

TechnipFMC on Peregrino

TechnipFMC has been awarded a contract by Statoil
covering the execution of the subsea pipeline
connection for the new production platform in
Peregrino Phase II Project, located in Campos Basin,
offshore Brazil. This new fixed platform will be
connected by the in-field lines to the existing
facilities.
TechnipFMC will be responsible for the overall
execution for engineering, procurement, manufacturing, construction, installation and pre-commissioning of the rigid pipelines, flexible lines and the
required subsea equipment. The offshore campaign
is scheduled to start in 2019.
l TechnipFMC has been awarded a subsea contract by Murphy Sabah Oil for the Phase 1A Block H
Gas Development Project. The project is located in
offshore Sabah, Malaysia at a water depth of
approximately 1300m.

McDermott on Reliance

McDermott has been awarded a contract from
Reliance Industries for the KG-D6 subsea field
development in the Krishna Godavari Basin, located
off the east coast of India.
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McDermott will provide engineering, procurement,
installation and pre-commissioning of subsea
flowlines, vent lines, and a pipeline-end manifold
for connection with six subsea wells in the R-cluster
field at a water depth of up to 6890ft (2100m).
It includes in-field pipelines, Monoethylene Glycol
(MEG) line, pipeline-end terminals, jumpers, risers,
umbilicals system and the modification of the
control riser platform to interface with the new
facilities.
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Normand Oceanic
Subsea 7 has acquired the remaining 50% of Normand
Oceanic /Chartering AS to become the sole owner of the
flex-lay and heavy construction vessel Normand Oceanic

Street Journal report said that in the
end, the discussions broke down over
the price but could be revived in future

l In mid October, news emerged about a possible merger/
takeover between Baker Hughes and Subsea 7. The Wall

l Subsea 7 said that it will
discontinue the SapuraAcergy joint

venture agreement. SapuraAcergy's
heavy-lift and pipelay vessel, Sapura
3000, has been sold to a subsidiary of
Sapura Energy Berhad.

of both companies' long-term
strategic priorities but the company
still remains committed to the Asia
Pacific region.

Subsea 7 said it reflects the evolution
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News
Catcher
The BW Catcher Floating Production
Storage and Offloading (FPSO) vessel
arrived at the Catcher field in mid
October to begin the hook up of the
Submerged Turret Production (STP)
buoy mooring system. The final pull-in
of the risers and umbilicals is now
underway and commissioning activities
have also commenced in parallel.
Delivery of first oil remains on schedule
by the end of the year.
The BW Offshore-owned FPSO, which
has a 20-year design life, has oil storage
capacity of 650 000 barrels and will
be capable of processing up to 60 000
barrels a day.
The Catcher development comprises
22 subsea wells across several fields
discovered between 2010 and 2013.
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News
Sonardyne Inertial Navigation

Cable and pipeline Phase 1 JIP

Acquisitions and Partnerships

Subsea inertial navigation technology
supplied by Sonardyne has been
selected by the Monterey Bay
Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI),
for its deep-rated remotely operated
vehicles (ROVs), Ventana and Doc
Ricketts.

The Joint Industry Project focussing
on the development of new design
and certification standards for
equipment for pipeline and cable
offshore operations, aims to reduce
uncertainty, cost, increase efficiency
and safety within the lifecycle.

The SPRINT systems will be used in
conjunction with MBARI’s existing
Sonardyne Ranger 2 acoustic tracking
systems to improve the accuracy,
precision and integrity of subsea
vehicle positioning in water depths up
to 13 000ft. The SPRINT for Ventana
has already been installed and
commissioned whilst the unit ordered
for Doc Ricketts is scheduled to be
delivered in the coming months.

Pipeline and cable operations is a
dynamic field of technology, with
multiple players, leading to a level of
complexity and lack of standardisation
in the most common terms used
within the oil and gas industry.

The Seanamic Group has acquired
Flexlife, the specialists in the
integrity management of flexible
pipelines and umbilicals. Flexlife
has patented monitoring and
repair technologies to maximise
the performance of critical subsea
assets.

Phase 1 focused on the identification
and clarification of the following
essential aspects:
l The differences between the
equipment types and the standard
lifting appliances

Located in Moss Landing, California,
MBARI is recognised as a world
centre for advanced research and
education in ocean science and
technology. To support its work, it has
at its disposal a wide range of marine
technology and assets including
Ventana and Doc Ricketts and the
research ships which serve as their
support vessels, Rachel Carson and
Western Flyer.
Now in its third generation, SPRINT’s
high-grade inertial sensors make
optimal use of acoustic aiding from
data sources including USBL, LBL
and Doppler Velocity Log (DVL)
and pressure sensors to extend
operational capability and improve
vehicle control.
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Uniquely, SPRINT supports dual
gyrocompass and INS operating
modes, meaning that ROV pilots
and science teams are able to rely
upon its output simultaneously. Its
small, lightweight titanium housing
provides valuable space and weight
savings that can instead be used for
additional payload and samples.
MBARI will use SPRINT in conjunction with
its existing Sonardyne Ranger 2 acoustic
tracking systems to improve the accuracy,
precision and integrity of ROV positioning in
water depths up to 13 000ft.

l The building blocks and functional
groups in the pipeline and cable
operation deck spread.
A key attribute of phase 1 was the
drafting of a glossary for the definition
of the common terms used across the
industry. The activities of Phase 2 will
be focused on the development of a
separate standard for the pipeline and
cable operations equipment.

Vortex has entered into a strategic
partnership with Deep Trekker.
Based in Canada, the two
companies will look to the attack
the trenchless rehabilitation and
sewer repair market.
Kongsberg and thyssenkrupp has
established the joint venture
company kta Naval Systems to
develop, produce and maintain
combat systems as an exclusive
supplier for submarines from
thyssenkrupp Marine Systems.
TechnipFMC has acquired Plexus'
Wellhead exploration equipment
and services business for jack up
applications.
This portfolio expansion in the
mudline and high pressure high
temperature (HPHT) arena enables
TechnipFMC to expand capabilities
in the jack up drilling market.

Jumbo and BBC Chartering Alliance
GM Acquires Fugro's Trenching
Business
Global Marine has acquired Fugro’s
trenching and cable lay services
business for approximately US$73
million.
The acquisition involves the transfer
of 23 Fugro employees in Aberdeen
to GM, as well as the vessel M/V
Symphony, two Q1400 trenchers, and
two work class remotely operated
vehicles. Built in 2011, the M/V
Symphony, with an extensive 1,400m²
deck space, will join GM’s cable
installation and maintenance fleet.
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M/V Symphony

Jumbo and BBC Chartering have
agreed to an exclusive strategic cooperation. The alliance partners aim
to use the potential arising from BBC
Chartering’s market position and from
Jumbo’s experience in super heavy lift
projects.

The partners will initially focus on
offering their combined solutions by
jointly bidding on specific projects.
Whilst both partners have agreed
to an exclusive co-operation, they
will continue to operate as separate
entities.

9
Jumbo and BBC Chartering vessels
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Underwater Equipment
University of Southampton Takes Delivery
of a C-Cat 3 Autonomous Vessel
Autonomous vessel supplier ASV
Global, has delivered a 3m autonomous
catamaran to the University of
Southampton. This vessel is the first of
the brand-new class of C-Cat vessels to
roll off the production line.
The vessel will be used by the
university for scientific research
and development of autonomous
behaviours. The investment was
funded by an EPSRC RAS Capital Award.
Dr Jon Downes from the University
of Southampton’s Maritime Robotics
Laboratory said, “We are very excited
to have our own autonomous vessel
which will enable us to undertake
autonomy research and development.
We have thoroughly enjoyed working
with ASV – they worked closely with
us to ensure the vessel fitted our
requirements and have delivered
a robust and reliable platform
ideal for autonomy research and
experimentation with payloads”.
The C-Cat 3 has been developed to
complement the existing ocean going
ASV Global vehicles for survey and
support tasks where a smaller vehicle
is better suited to missions. The design
incorporates a large payload bay to
enable payload flexibility.
The vessel has a modular, lightweight
design for ease of transport and
mobilisation. Its shallow draft and
payload capacity make it an ideal vessel
for shallow survey and marine science
applications.
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The C-Cat 3 includes the core
functionality proven in all ASV Global
vessels and systems. The ASView
control system gives the operator the
flexibility to execute basic remote
control right up to fully autonomous
operations.

11
C-Cat vessels
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Underwater Equipment

ROV Training Outside O&G Sector
The Underwater Centre has seen an expansion in its
client base for ROV training to companies outside the
oil and gas sector.
When Haifa University in Israel purchased a Seaeye
Leopard ROV recently, they realised that they needed
more knowledge in maintaining and operating
the system so they sent four candidates to The
Underwater Centre’s ROV Pilot Technician Course.
Staff from the National Institute of Ocean Technology
(NIOT), India, also came in early 2017 for a two-week
bespoke ROV Operations Course to gain practical
operational experience of flying a work class ROV.
Limerick University also asked The Underwater
Centre to create and deliver a tailored ROV
Operations Course to equip their academic team
with the skills they need to operate and maintain
their recently purchased Comanche and smaller
observation class ROV. The bespoke training focused
on specific operational experience of using the
Launch and Recovery System (LARS) and Tether
Management System (TMS) on the work class ROV
training vessel at the Centre’s Fort William site, and
incorporated use of the Centre’s simulator.
Clients can also choose to have their training
delivered at their home base if their facilities are
suitable. This ensures that the training is even more
specifically targeted to their needs and equipment.
The Underwater Centre recently travelled to New
Zealand for a second time to deliver the three-week
ROV Pilot Technician Course to candidates from the
Royal New Zealand Navy at their naval base.

12
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Underwater Equipment
Teledyne Gavia AUV Demonstrates Ranger 2 USBL

ECA Group has delivered an integrated
solution for mine counter measure for
a navy. This navy is switching from mine
hunters (50m boats managed by a
crew of 40 people) to a new unmanned
system, controlled by only 3 people,
allowing to cut operational costs and
reduce significantly human risks.

Teledyne Gavia and Marine robotics
technology company Sonardyne
International, have successfully
demonstrated the capabilities of the
Ranger 2 Ultra-Short Baseline (USBL)
system acoustically tracking a Teledyne
Gavia Offshore Surveyor Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) during trials
in Plymouth, southwest England.

This unmanned solution for MCM
operations is the first completely
automated underwater robot
demining system, including EMDS
(Expandable Mine Disposal System)
which can be remotely piloted and
use a highly secured dedicated link
for neutralization sequence. This
ECA Group system completes the
Unmanned Surface Vessels (USV) built
by a partner company.

The AUV was equipped with
Sonardyne’s 6G Nano transponder,
specifically designed to acoustically
position small underwater vehicles
and divers. The small, lightweight, and
wirelessly rechargeable payload allows
easy and unobtrusive attachment to
AUVs such as the Gavia.
The Gavia AUV is made up of “plugand-play” modules, which can be
brought together and configured in the
field. When assembled with a set of
survey-grade sonar modules, a Gavia
AUV becomes a self-contained survey
solution with a low logistics footprint
that is capable of carrying out a wide
range of missions. Gavia modules are
available in 500 or 1,000m depth rating
and are interchangeable on any Gavia
AUV in the field.
Gavia AUVs are typically operated
from vessels of opportunity providing
cost effective solutions compared to
dedicated survey vessels, ROVs or large
towed bodies.
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The modularity means that the
Gavia AUV specification is flexible: all
modules are designed around a base
20cm diameter system, which includes
a nose module, battery module, control
module and propulsion module; the
AUV length and weight in the field will
depend on the set of sonar, navigation,
additional battery and ancillary
modules chosen for a particular
mission.
A Gavia AUV has the flexibility to meet
the requirements of each task as it
arises; it does not have to be dedicated
to only one task.

Expendable Mine Disposal

Gavia AUV

The trials, conducted at Sonardyne’s
trials facility in Plymouth , used the
company’s vessel Echo Explorer.
The vessel is set up for sea trials
and offers great flexibility to deploy
subsea equipment. The Echo Explorer
is equipped with a crane to assist in
deploying equipment such as AUVs and
small ROVs and the highly experienced
and professional crew ensured that the
mission was a success.
During the demonstration, the AUV was
launched and programmed to transit
significant distances whilst being tracked
by Ranger 2 and using the AUV’s own
modem to update its Inertial Navigation
System. After the vehicle was recovered,
the post-processed data demonstrated
that the integration was successful.
Teledyne Gavia and Sonardyne were
able to demonstrate improved absolute
accuracy by using the USBL to aid the
navigation solution.
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The USV is equipped with an inspection
function using the K-STER I and a
destruction oneusing K-STER C. All the
vehicles are launched autonomously
with an automated Launch and
Recovery System (LARS), remotely
piloted via a radio or satellite link.
Onshore, crew launches and pilots
remotely from the Control & Command
Center the inspection vehicle.
If a mine is found a Disposal vehicle
KSTER C is deployed by a dedicated
launching system, in order to destroy
the mine.

Borssele Beta
A consortium of VBMS and NKT Cables has been
awarded the Borssele Beta contract by TenneT for the
installation of two 67km-long export cables that will
connect the Borssele offshore wind farms 3 and 4 to
TenneT's onshore grid in the Netherlands.
In addition, VBMS will install a 7km-long interconnector cable between the Borssele Alpha and Beta
offshore substations. The contract value of Boskalis’
share is approximately €70 million.

dredge the shallow parts of the route, which will enable
VBMS to simultaneously lay and bury the export cables
at the required depth.
Borssele Alpha will go into service in 2019 followed by
Borssele Beta in 2020.

The grid connection of the Borssele offshore wind
area in the North Sea consists of two 700 MW connections, called Alpha (for Borssele 1 and 2) and Beta
(for Borssele 3 and 4).
In November 2016, VBMS was awarded the contract
for Borssele Alpha as well as the option for Borssele
Beta, which has now also been awarded. The four
cables will be routed via the Western Scheldt estuary
and will come ashore near the existing high-voltage
substation at Borssele, the Netherlands.
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In order to execute the project in a safe and efficient
manner, Boskalis has taken full advantage of the expertise and capabilities within the group.
K-STER

To minimise maintenance to the cables during their
operational lifetime, Boskalis will pre-sweep and

Carrying out the Borssele Beta contract
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Cables

NASR Cable
After having been awarded the project
last December 2016 by Hyundai
Heavy Industries (HHI), Jan De Nul
preparations for the subsea cable
laying work for ADMA-OPCO’s NASR
Full Field Development Package 2
Project off the coast of Abu Dhabi in
the Arabian Gulf are in full swing.
The preparations are lead from Jan
De Nul Group’s office in Abu Dhabi
by a dedicated team of project
management and project engineers.
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The offshore work scope involves the
cable installation services of three
132kV subsea power cables and ten
11kV subsea power cables, totalling
over 200 km of cable. Jan De Nul
Group is mobilising its cable laying
vessel Isaac Newton to perform the
loading, transport and laying of the

cables. Thanks to its large carrying
capacity, the Isaac Newton is able
to install all 200 km of cables in 2
trips only.
The cable protection works, which
comprise of pre- and post-lay
mattress installation, post-lay
trenching and subsea gravel
installation, will be performed by
Jan De Nul Group’s multipurpose
vessel Daniel Bernoulli. This will
be the first project for the vessel,
following its recent delivery from
the shipyard in China. The cable
routes will cross existing assets at
more than 50 locations, involving
installation of approximately 700
concrete mattresses. About 60km
of the cable routes require burial,
of which a substantial portion goes
into calcarenite rock.
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Pipelay
IHC and Subsea 7 have signed a
contract for the design and build
of a new reel lay vessel. This high
specification vessel will be capable
of installing complex rigid flowlines
including pipe-in-pipe systems.
In close cooperation with Subsea 7,
IHC has incorporated several
innovative features to make this the
most technologically advanced vessel
to date.
The vessel’s compact dimensions
are facilitated by the creative
positioning of its three engine rooms
and main reel, efficient use of the
superstructure, and low-profile
pipelay ramp.
The smart use of space opens
a large aft working deck, whilst
the optimised mass distribution
minimises the ballast water
requirement.
With model tank testing already
having been performed, Subsea 7
can be confident that it will receive
a vessel from IHC that excels in
performance, both in transit and
in DP conditions, and provides
maximum comfort for the crew.
The design of the reel lay system
focuses on operational efficiency and
flexibility, alongside crew safety. The
twin tensioner pipelay ramp tilts to
allow pipeline installation from
shallow waters to depths of up to
3000m.
The large multi-level workstation
optimises the efficiency of operations
in and around the firing line, whilst a
fixed auxiliary reel, recessed into the
main deck, gives payload flexibility.
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Royal IHC has delivered a total
of eight vessels to Subsea 7 in
the course of their longstanding
relationship. This new Reel lay vessel
will be the first to be equipped with
a pipe lay system, also designed,
engineered and built by IHC. Delivery
of the vessel is planned for early
2020.
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Equipment
Baltic Business for Applied Acoustics’ 500th USBL System
A significant milestone has been
reached at Applied Acoustics with
the announcement of the company’s
latest contract to supply subsea
positioning equipment to a major
European subsea pipeline contract.

New monitoring technology developed by RED
Engineering has been used for the first time to improve
accuracy, speed and safety during the installation of
jacket foundations for wind turbines at the Beatrice
Offshore Wind Farm project in the Moray Firth,
Scotland.

Contractors working in the Gulf of
Finland in the eastern Baltic Sea
have selected Applied Acoustics’
Nexus 2 USBL system to carry out
sidescan sonar surveys in advance of
engineering works as well as for use
in marine archaeological operations.

The development by the North East-based firm of
engineers features remote proximity sensors to
confirm the correct engagement of an internal lifting
tool (ILT) in use by Seaway Heavy Lifting, a Subsea 7
company.

The award of this contract is notable
as it marks the 500th USBL system
that the Great Yarmouth -based
manufacturer has supplied to the
marine industry, enhancing the
company’s reputation as a leading
provider of specialist subsea acoustic
systems.
Key to the success of the system,
and fundamental to its selection as

20

Lifting Improvement

These are connected to a remote monitoring system
providing improved control of the lifting tool and
confirming correct engagement. In addition to
improved accuracy during lifting, the RED Engineering
system delivers offshore time saving advantages for
SHL, allowing riggerless operations to be undertaken.
Applied Acoustics Transciever 2686

part of this project, is its extremely
reliable, stable and repeatable
positioning performance that is
delivered by the advanced Sigma 2
bi-directional acoustic protocols.

Additional attributes that make
the Nexus 2 the preferred choice
include its intuitive user interface, its
simplicity of deployment and overall
versatility.

Tim Newsome, mechanical engineer at of RED
Engineering, explained that prior to using the new
technology, SHL would deploy a man-basket suspended
from a second crane to check the engagement of the
internal lifting clamp – a procedure with inherent risk
precluded by wet or winding weather conditions.

Sensors allow better lifting accuracy

MacArtney secures MV swivel order for FPSO

Oceaneering RDS

Fugro Contract

MacArtney has secured the
contract for a Moog Focal
Model 460 medium voltage
electrical swivel (MVES).

Oceaneering has taken delivery of an
800t SWL reel drive system (RDS) from
Maritime Developments (MDL).
The modular system will be used to
deploy and retrieve SURF products
(subsea umbilicals, risers and flowlines)
on board the company’s new-built
multi-service vessel, Ocean Evolution
and joins Oceaneering’s global fleet of
flex-lay equipment.

Fugro and Constructora Subacuática Diavaz has been
awarded a US$ 10 million survey contract by Mexico's
national oil company, Pemex covering work between
August and December 2017.

The MVES is configured as a
stacked ring design and will
be included in the final design
of the full subsea production
system architecture solution
for a development project.
In addition to delivery of the
MVES, the contract includes
on-site Focal/MacArtney
installation and commissioning
jobs to support OneSubsea
during these phases.
The project involves
development of six subsea
production wells and six water
injection wells integrating
subsea multi-phase booster
pumps.

Offshore operations, including multi-site high resolution
geophysical and geotechnical surveys together with
laboratory testing and geoconsulting services, will support
design and/or installation of platforms, pipelines, jack-up
platforms and deepwater facilities.

Rated for over 1300-tonne DWL
(Dynamic Working Load), the RDS is
rated for handling 14m diameter reels
weighing 800t s under dynamic, seastate conditions.

Model 460 medium voltage electrical swivel
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The RDS – which can be configured to
operate smaller and lighter loads for
specific projects - can handle multiple
reels, as well as skid fully loaded reels
up and down a dedicated track system
with integrated reel cradle and support
grillage.

It comes with completely self-contained electric
variable frequency drive package and an A60- rated
fire-proof control cabin to conform with US coast guard
requirements, as well as a Walk-About-Box (WAB) for
complete flexibility of operator position.

800t SWL reel drive system

This latest third-generation unit is the biggest delivered by
MDL to date, and takes the flex-lay equipment provider’s
tally of fully-electrical deck systems across the 50th mark.
The original third-generation 350t unit, forming part of
MDL Offshore Service, was first used as part of a complete
MDL flex-lay spread on North Sea’s Kraken field.
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Long Distance Step-Outs
ABB has recently published a white
paper on long step-out systems. The
aim is to stimulate discussions about
future projects that can benefit from
this technology.
In recent years, the industry has made
considerable advances in developing
pumps, separators and compressors
designed for installation on the seabed.
Individually, these may be considered
as tools to satisfy specific applications
such as optimising production and
extending the life of existing fields.
Alternatively, companies such as Statoil
have envisaged the strategic concept of
a subsea factory, relocating equipment
that had been traditionally considered
the domain of offshore platforms.
“During early field life, its reservoir
pressure is often sufficient to drive the
wellstream to the surface,” said Knut
Rongve, Global Product Manager for
subsea in ABB.
"Over time, however, pumps and
compressors have to be installed on
oil platforms to boost the pressure in
order to maintain these production
levels and consequently, extend the
operating life of existing fields.
“From an engineering viewpoint, the
most efficient location for such pumps
and compressors would be as near to
the well as possible. Relocating these
devices onto the seabed, therefore,
increases the effectiveness of oil and
gas extraction. Additionally, it reduces
the number of people working in harsh
environments offshore, cutting labour
costs while simultaneously enhancing
safety.”
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"Statoil found that by deploying
compression or pumping systems on
the seabed on the Asgard project, it
could decrease overall costs per unit.
This could enable an additional 306
million barrels of oil equivalent, and
extend the field's life to 2032.”
Obviating the use of a platform

Technical Challenges

and relocating
the systems
to the seabed,
however, allows
another strategy
that potentially
makes marginal
fields economic
– extending the
tieback length.

There are a number of technical
challenges faced by a long step-out
system. These include:
• Distance Between the VSD and
subsea loads.
• Frequency Increasing the
frequency raises cable losses
significantly. This influences the
physical size of equipment and
sensitivity to load variations.

"There may be
discoveries in
remote locations,
considerable
distances
from existing
infrastructure.
These would
remain untapped
because they could
not economically
support a production
platform.

• Harmonics These introduce high
frequency components and create
waveform distortions in currents and
voltages.
Harmonics can cause problems
ranging from telephone transmission
interference (electromagnetic
compatibility problems) to an
increase in power losses and
winding temperature in motors and
transformers.
Consequently, degradation of
conductors and insulating material
of the components is accelerated.

If it were possible
install a remote
subsea pump/
compression station
many kilometres
from the host
platform, and tie it
back by pipeline,
however, this could
potentially unlock
the development.

• Resonance point. These resonance
points can be excited by harmonics
since the long step-out system is
equivalent to an electrical circuit
comprising inductors and capacitors.
One of the most important aspects
is managing and mitigating these
resonance points. The importance
of avoiding these resonance points
is vital to ensure correct system
performance.

One issue limiting
the tieback distance,
is the power used
to drive the rotary
equipment. This is
supplied back at the
offshore platform or
an onshore facility.
In a typical
application, power Long step-out
from the grid is
fed into input
transformers, frequency converters
and then step-up transformers to raise
the voltage level. At the subsea end of
the line, the power enters a step-down
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Exciting the resonance points
means voltage escalation, torque
oscillations and reduced lifetime and
system performance.

transformer installed close to the subsea
load.
“The distance from the surface facilities
to the subsea pump or compressor, and

the power that can be transmitted,
has been increasing over the years,”
said Knut “ The first system delivered
by ABB was rated approximately 1 MW
with a step-out distance of around 7km

(Topacio and Ceiba subsea projects).
Nowadays, long step-out systems such
as that on Asgard, are delivering up to
20 MVA electric power to subsea loads

• Current and voltage At receiving
point, ABB has developed an
algorithm that estimates the current
and voltage on a subsea motor and
allows the machine to be optimised
by controlling the output power
of the subsea load. It tunes the
voltage modulation of the frequency
converter.
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Innovative.
Intelligent.
Informed.
and at a distance up to 43km. Power
system studies have shown that feeding
20 MVA up to a significantly longer
distance of 120 km is feasible.
When pumping oil or compressing
gas such long distances, it is natural to
experience sometimes considerable
variations in flow, both during operation
as wellstream passes through the pipe,
and throughout the field’s lifetime. This
means that the speed of the pump
or compressor driving the flow also
changes. For this to happen, the motors
require a variable speed drive (VSD).
There are two options to deliver electric
power (variable voltage and frequency)
to subsea multiphase pumping and gas
boosting loads for completed wells.
One is locating the VSD on the platform.
There is now a greater demand to

located the VSDs close to the subsea load.
“Long step-out systems were originally
designed to avoid having advanced
equipment, such as VSDs located
subsea. While 90% of the existing
demand for brownfield long step-out
solutions is within 40- 50 km, feasibility
studies have revealed that systems in
excess of 120km are attainable, albeit
considerably more challenging."
ABB predicts that there will be a
significant rise in interest for super-sized
long step-outs in the future.
“We have already been investigating the
interconnected complexities relating to
subsea motor starting conditions, control
and protection, breakaway torque,
higher required VSD rating power, higher
topside feeding voltages, voltage drop

along cable, transformer saturation and
harmonic resonance points for supersize long step out for several years.
ABB also formed a joint industry
development program (JIP) in 2013
with Statoil and partners to develop
new subsea power solutions which
will be able to transmit power (from
shore) up to 100MW over distances up
to 600km and to power equipment at
depths of up to 3000m.
The target is to develop subsea power
distribution, meaning all power system
components (transformer, switchgear
and MV drive) are located subsea. It
is anticipated that this solution will be
ready for the market by 2019, enabling
operators to extract oil and gas in
considerably longer and deeper areas
than currently achievable.

Buoyancy, insulation and elastomer products
With over 35 years’ experience in the oilﬁeld we have developed materials and provided engineered solutions
to practically every deepwater project around the world.
Our technical, engineering, procurement and manufacturing teams are full of highly qualified personnel, all
brimming with ideas. Supported by senior personnel with unrivalled experience we believe we provide an
industry-leading service.
Benefit from the best product solutions with Balmoral engineered buoyancy, insulation and elastomer products.

www.balmoraloﬀshore.com

Tekmar
Offshore Windfarms cable
protection specialists Tekmar
Energy has been awarded a
contract by VBMS to supply its
7th generation of TekLink CPS,
bellmouths and cover disks for
ScottishPower renewables’ East
Anglia ONE Offshore Windfarm.
VBMS has awarded contracts on
the project to both Tekmar and
JDR Cables, both based in the
North East of England, who will
supply of the Cable Protection
Systems and Power Cables
respectively.
The three companies also worked
together on the Sandbank and
Dudgeon Offshore Windfarm
projects in the UK which were
successfully completed incident
free and ahead of schedule in
2016.
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East Anglia ONE marks the second
UK round 3 project Tekmar has
protected the cables on after

Cable Protection

the Rampion Offshore Windfarm
project which is currently in
installation. To date Tekmar, as the
market leaders, have worked on

over 50 offshore wind projects
across the globe and supplied
more the 5000 cable protection
systems.
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Underwater Optical Communication
Back in 2012, subsea technology firm Sonardyne brought
to market an innovative high speed optical communication
system called BlueComm.
Developed in partnership with scientists from the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI), the technology
enables users to transfer their logged or real-time data
from point-to-point at speeds equivalent to domestic
broadband. UT2 recently caught up with training manager,
Tom Rooney at the company’s research facility in Plymouth,
south-west England to find out more.
"Wireless underwater communications underpins almost
every aspect of our business," said Tom. "For many years,
we relied on narrowband ‘analogue’ acoustic signals but in
2002 we introduced wideband ‘digital’ acoustic waveforms.
This transformed the industry by the way reliable robust
and repeatable signals were transmitted through the water.
Six years later, we went further by introducing our
sixth generation acoustic (6G) hardware platform. This
incorporates the same technology that the telecoms
industry was using at the time such as phase shift keying
and inserting binary coding into the acoustic signal.
This means we could send larger volumes of data a long
distance.”
Advances in marine technology such as unmanned surface
vehicles and resident AUVs, mean demand for underwater
communications is ever increasing. Acoustic systems like
6G have a range of hundreds of kilometres depending on
the frequency, but have a low bandwidth at a time when
subsea platforms are becoming increasingly intelligent,
autonomous and data-heavy.
"There are many applications where users are happy to
sacrifice distance in order to get a better baud rate and
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Underwater Optical Communication
bandwidth," said Rooney. This caused Sonardyne to look for
an alternative non-acoustic underwater communications
media.
"One alternative is Radio or Electromagnetic (EM)
communication. Radio is a good compromise but in order to
get anything more than a few tens of metres requires a lot of
power, something that battery-powered seafloor instruments
and vehicles don’t have an abundance of. Instead Sonardyne
recognised that the emerging area of free-space optics
had the potential to deliver the large bandwidth they were
seeking.
“Optical systems give a very high baud rate and bandwidth,
and importantly, do not require large amounts of power to do
it," said Rooney.
"However, they have a comparatively small maximum range
of transmission so much of our work has been aimed at
extending this as much as possible, and develop concept of
operations for real-world applications."

The light BlueComms are using is,
unsurprisingly, normally blue, but
Sonardyne has also been looking
at other wavelengths. There is
evidence to suggest that that a
green light might be better in certain
high turbidity environments while
ultraviolet can be used to improve
high ambient light performance.
"An inherent advantage of light over
acoustic based communications
systems is that it is hard to jam. Using
an ultraviolet light, however, has a
further advantage for the defence

community as ultraviolet light is
difficult to detect,” notes Rooney.
Sonardyne now offers a choice
BlueComms to suit users’ requirement
from deep to shallow, long range to
ultra-high speed. All can be supplied
in rugged pressure housings or OEM
versions where the end user can
integrated it within their own package.
The smallest form-factor is BlueComm
100. Its receiver uses photodiodes
allowing peak performance in all
lighting conditions, including very
shallow ‘high
ambient light’
conditions.
Both the receivers
and emitters are
packaged into a
small 5 kg unit
rated to 4000m.
Delivering 5 Mbps
at 10m range,
BlueComm 100 is a
short range, highly
reliable solution.

BlueComm technology uses high power light emitting
diodes (LEDs) as the transmitter with a range of receivers
tailored to different applications. One such receiver is
based on photomultiplier technology that is so sensitive it
can detect light energy at the level of a few photons.
Because of the way the LEDs are modulated using a time
division multiple access (TDMA) protocol, BlueComm supports
a bi-directional link. Using this style of modulation it is possible
to tailor the link bandwidth for specific applications.
An example being transmitting multiple high density streams
simultaneously with negligible latency. "It’s just a case of how
they hook up," said Rooney. "Once the network is built and IP
addresses allocated, they automatically handshake. Think of it
as Ethernet connectivity underwater.”
“The speed that we can transmit is around 2000 times faster
than acoustic signals because we are dealing with the speed of
light rather than the speed of sound. Interestingly, in the same
way that background noise can affect the performance of
acoustic systems, background light can affect the performance
of free space optics."
Working in shallow water with strong sunlight can impact
performance. It is also sensitive to turbidity - the quantity of
particles in the water. However, in some cases this may have a
positive effect.
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“We have carried out several experiments in a low-medium
turbidity environment, to see how it affected the signal. We
found that as light reflected off the particles, it was possible
to point the BlueComm units away from each other and still
get a strong signal across the modems. Among the other
experiments we have been carrying out are long term trials
on preventing biofouling and keeping the visual pathway clear,
which is of course important in optical systems.”
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BlueComm used to monitor remote intervention operations

If

a

to
is
BlueComm used to harvest data from subsea vehicles

“This doesn’t
sound an awful
lot," observes
Rooney, "but it’s
not difficult to
manoeuvre an AUV
to within 10 metres
of a sensor.
the AUV collected a
big package of
side-scan data,
for example,
underwater optical
communications is
far more efficient
way of uploading it
than physically
returning the AUV
the surface.
The second model
the BlueComm 200.
This is designed as
the long range unit

for deeper water operations such
as an underwater docking station. It
uses photomultiplier tubes on the
receiver.
“The photomultiplier tubes are
very sensitive to light – so the
emitter is packaged separately,” said
Rooney. “The results, however, are
impressive. We can send the data
over distances of 150 metres at
rates of up to 12.5 MBps.”
At its most simple, this can be used
for data harvesting from landers on
the seabed. When an underwater
vehicle travels past the subsea
sensor on a lander, it engages in
a contactless exchange of data
and instructions. The bandwidth
capacity is also sufficient to transfer
video files.
"If a seabed lander had a BlueComm
coupled with a remote camera and
a light, for example, it can be used
for, say, remotely monitoring a
seabed structure or ROV operation
without the need (and cost) for a
second ROV.
The acoustic modem on the lander
could send homing data to the
underwater vehicle and once in
range, the optical modems could
exchange data and start streaming
video. BlueComm 200 UV variant
helps overcome some of the
ambient light limitations.
“The latest model is the BlueComm
5000. Instead of being omnidirectional, it uses semi-diffused
lasers with a 15° beam which pretty
much have to be pointed at each
other. It also has a pretty short
range – maybe no more than 7m.
The advantage, however, is that we
can get data transfer speeds of up
to a gigabit per second!” concludes
Rooney. “Imagine the possibilities
– live HD camera streaming, large
data offloads from deployed seabed
nodes, tetherless vehicle control or
fast ‘fly-by’ data collections by field
resident AUVs.
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Hot Abandonment Idea
Interwell has developed a novel
and cost effective method for
plugging and abandoning (P&A)
decommissioned wells.

thermite is then placed and ignited to
create the artificial magma formation
barrier.

encompassed field trips to examine
palaeogeological instances of igneous
intrusions

Legislation demands that a deep set
barrier should be installed as close to
the reservoir as possible, extending
across the full cross section area of
the well to block all paths of leakage.

"At its core is the melt zone that will
eventually solidify into a synthetic
igneous rock," said a spokesperson. "
At the periphery of the melt is a liquid
that will form an inter-crystalline bond
with the host rock. In the natural world,
the injection of the magma into a rock
regionally metamorphoses the contact
margin and the same is the case with
in this case. We are essentially putting
nature back into place.”

The team carried out prototype
research in a specially-developed
high-pressure test rig to help in
replicating temperature and pressure
the conditions, while also carrying out
a subsea testing phase. To date, the
team has carried out more than 250
tests.

This typically means mechanically
removing all tubing from the bottom
of the hole, up to a drilling or
workover rig. Conventionally, the
wellbore is then filled with cement
which is able to bond with steel. The
cement has long term integrity, is
non- shrinking, ductile impermeable
and able to withstand loads.

From the initial idea began a series of
tests to prove the concept and gather
development data. To commercialise
the concept, for example, the company
needed to know how much energy
to put into the system to create the
desired effect. The project gathered
financial support from the Norwegian
research Council BP and Statoi

At the end of its life, each well has
to be sealed to prevent residual
hydrocarbons escaping to the
surface.

Many companies have been involved
in making plans to terminate wells.
This is especially true in the North
Sea where analysts Westwood Global
Energy put the figure for wells in
Europe alone requiring plugging and
abandonment up to 2040 is 6,120.
The costs of this are enormous. Some
operators, particularly in complex
systems, however, are even opting
for temporarily shut downs until a
cheaper and better solutions become
available.
The Norwegian oil company Interwell
may have just found such a solution.
This involves lowering a thermite
charge into the hole.
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Thermite, a mixture of metal oxide,
normally iron oxide, and a powder
fuel that pyrotechnically combusts
at around 2500 -3000 degC. These
temperatures are not only sufficient
to melt through the tubing and outer
casing, but also the cement and host
rock, bonding all these together at a
given horizon to form an impervious
barrier. This plug totally seals off the
well.

Thermite ignited to create
an artificial magma
formation barrier

As the metal oxide provides its own
oxygen to the exothermic reaction, it
does not require an external oxygen
supply.
“When hydrocarbons are formed, they
naturally migrate upwards until they
meet an impervious cap rock. Some
cap rocks are composed of igneous
layers," said a spokesman. "During the
drilling process, the well penetrates
through this cap to release the oil
and gas. This new Interwell solution
essentially recreates this original cap
rock.”
The original idea was floated by
Michael Skjold, one of Interwell's
advisers, back in 2012. At the time, he
was looking for ideas to cut the cost of
P&A operations.
He saw that at the time, many of the
wells being abandoned, required
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This involved a long term
experimentation process. The company
assembled expertise from a wide range
of sources and engaged DNV GL for
verification. The testing process also

some sort of rig or even workover
rig intervention. Being able to seal
the well thermally would mean that
coiled tubing or cementing would
be unnecessary. The tool could be
deployed by wireline, which in turn,
could be deployed from a single
vessel, thus conferring significant cost
benefits.

“When you reach temperatures above
374°C, and pressures at 220 bar, you
go into a supercritical state of the
liquids,” said a spokesman. "We have
gained experience working in high
temperature zones and handling fluids
in supercritical phases.”
While experimental data was gathered
meticulously, Interwell drastically
needed actual wells in order to prove
its technology. It even had considered
drilling its own experimental wells
when Centrica, with its own liability for
abandonment, saw a good commercial
case for in offering support to the
project.
“The company offered two wells in
Alberta Canada and got
permission for the Alberta energy
regulator for this outline
proposal. The two well operations
were performed August/September
2016, with promising results.

Since its inception, the original
'Exothermic P&A solution', as it was
called, has been simplified, but it still
contains the same basic elements.
Firstly, an anchor plug on a setting tool
into the well. This is engaged. Heat
protective material such as a ceramic
or glass is then inserted over the plug.
This serves to provide a thermal shield
it from exothermic reaction above. In
some cases, there may be more than
one plug in the well.
The carrier tool containing the

In 2015, the team went to Deep
Drilling Project in iceland, to further
learn about the effects of geothermal
activity.

Two more operations was performed
during summer 2017 in Alberta for
Imperial (ExxonMobil), also with
promising results.

Trial testing onshore Canada

“The tests have proved that the
technology works and that we can
deploy the tools. We now have a track
record which we can build upon,"
said a spokesman. Interwell plan to
commercialize the P&A tool fully for
onshore and offshore this year, and for
subsea operations late 2019.”
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Abandonment
Plugging

Dredging

Knowing the status of subsea well
barriers prior to commencing
permanent well abandonment is
critical to minimise risk, complexity
and unnecessary cost of operations.
In recognition of this, well services
company, Expro has developed a
further application of its wireless
long term monitoring system, CaTS
(Cableless Telemetry System).

WeSubsea has launched a new
hybrid dredging system to solve the
problems when excavating stiff and
hard clays.
While it is relatively easy to
dredge granular materials such as
conglomerates, sands and even
silts, removing clays can be more
challenging because they are difficult
to break up. If the suction head is
inserted too deeply into the clay,
it stops water coming in and can
quickly blocks the line and flow is
very important to the technique

"Real-time monitoring below the
upper temporary barrier will ensure
well re-entry is completed safely and
operational planning is optimised to
save up to three days of rig time”,
said a spokesman.
CaTS uses electromagnetic (EM)
communication to transfer well
pressure and temperature data
from downhole to the surface,
where the receiver will decode and
store the pressure and temperature
values. The technology is deployed
globally and has installed over 200
gauges, with single hop transmission
distances recorded in excess of 12
000ft.
"CaTS can now communicate across
rock-to-rock abandonments where
there is no continuous metallic
contact for the EM transmission,
meaning verification of all types
of abandonment barriers is now
possible" said a spokesman.

Wireless communication of gauge pressure data to the seabed

The technology is also addressable,
which means multiple discreet zones
of interest can be independently
monitored and data received at
seabed or surface - ideal for vertical
interference testing or zonal isolation
verification.
"This system is duplex and this
is incredibly important." said a
spokesman. "An installed gauge will
have a pre-programed data schedule,
however commands can be sent
from surface to change this schedule,
request historical data and also
request data on demand”.
So how does that work?
In most cases, the CaTS system uses
the existing metal work of a well to
transmit encoded signals from the
gauge setting depth to the subsea
receiver. The gauge uses a quartz
crystal pressure transducer and is
assembled from short modules. This
facilitates easy handling on the rig
and offers a tailored solution with
different types and number of battery
packs available to meet the monitoring
duration.
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The gauge is installed during plug and
lubricate (P&L) operations below the
upper well barrier (pump open plug) to
monitor the status of the primary well

barriers (deep set plug & packer).
Expro then installs a subsea receiver
on the Xmas tree cap to receive,
decode and store the pressure and
temperature data from the CaTS
gauge.
Data is uploaded to surface using
a dunking transceiver, deployable
from any vessel. A system life up
to 10 years during temporary
abandonment allows subsea wells
in the UK (O&G UK) and Norway
(NORSOK D-010) to remain in
adherence the industry guidelines
and standards.
After the P&L temporary
abandonment, a data upload
is performed to confirm the
status of the primary well barrier
prior to commencing final well
abandonment operations. This
allows the rig to run open water,
safely latch onto the tubing hanger,
pump open the upper plug and
recover the upper completion
wireline free.
This novel approach in using proven
CaTS technology for subsea well
abandonment programmes not only
means the well integrity status is
known; costs are controlled, risk is
reduced and up to three days rig
time is saved per well.

The solution developed by the
industry is to simultaneously apply
jetting to fluidise the clay and break
it into manageable pieces. The water
it adds improves the flow and thus,
the efficiency.
It is common to take jetting pressure
from the same pump and the
suction. The practical result of this,
however, is a huge drop in suction
pressure.
Ironically, it is in cases where jetting
is required, it is also beneficial to
have the highest suction power
available.
That led We
Subsea to
design

The jetting on/off lever on the top of the skid
the two are independent. This means
that the suction flow will not drop
at any point. It is designed for use in
water depths down to 300m.

operated by diver / ROV with the
capability of turning the jetting
system on- and- off subsea, as and
when required.

The system does not require any
additional topside equipment of a
separated down line as it uses the
hydraulic power unit and umbilical
already used to power the
dredger. The system
can be safely

The hybrid system is suitable for
a variety of applications such as
debris removal, rock dump and drill
cuttings removal, pipeline de-burial,
excavation, environmental work,
jetting and clay removal.

The suction hose can be extended
50m or more from the pump, and can
even be fitted with flexible discharge
hose. to maximise flexibility, it is
equipped with a wide range of
ejectors from 3 to 10in.

a lightweight
and compact
design standalone
diver/ROV dredging
and jetting unit in which
prioritises the flow and ensures that
the ejector always gets what it needs
to have to maintain the suction.
The key is that it takes the hydraulics
system from the topsides or ROV and
uses that to power the jetting and

While is its particularly advantageous
in clays, the system is suitable to
move on a range of different types of
sediment on the seabed.

The 6in hybrid system has a flow
rate of 500 m³/hr or 8300 Lpm and
can remove a maximum rock size of
140mm. It has a removal capacity of
45 m³/h (70t/hr)
The separate
jetting and
suction nozzle

The flow rate through the jetting
nozzle is 1000 – 2000 Lpm@6 bar,
depending on application.

CaTS subsea receiver installed by ROV
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Abandonment
Cutting
At the recent Offshore Europe
conference in Aberdeen, UT2 met up
with Fraser Collis, General Manager
of Inverurie-based Underwater
Cutting Solutions (UCS). He discussed
a number of innovative cutting
solutions that could provide a costeffective alternative to conventional
cutting techniques.
"Since its inception in 2004, UCS has
designed and patented a wide variety
of new subsea cutting technologies,"

said Collis. " The company is very
much at the forefront of bringing
these new technologies to market."

the aspiration is that a laser tool will
add a new and powerful string to the
companies’ cutting bow.

Having established itself in three
key applications – dredging,
cutting and coating removal – the
company has continually pushed
the envelope, from its first patented
dual-cut band saw, through to its
recent successes with diamondwire cutting equipment. Backed
by client feedback, he expressed
confidence that
the company’s
diamond wire
cutting systems
are currently
“producing
the quickest
cut times with
this type of
technology in
the world.”

TWI already has considerable
research and development activities
into the use of laser technology
for decommissioning applications,
including laser cutting and laser
concrete scabbling (or spalling),
which have been used to great effect
in sectors like the nuclear industry.
However, deploying these systems in
water and at depth brings with it a
new set of challenges.

But where to
go from here?
One logical
step, he said,
was to examine
areas in which
new technology
could introduce
added benefits.
In particular,
he sited laser
cutting.
The threeyear project,
which began
in September
2016, pairs
The Welding
Institute (TWI)’s
knowledge
of lasers with
UCS’ expertise
in designing,
manufacturing
and operation of
subsea tooling
systems. Backed
by more than
£1 million in
funding from
InnovateUK,
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As Collis explains, "the project will
see the development of a laser
and tooling system initially for
deployment inside a pile jacket, which
will enable cutting to be performed
below the mudline. The groups’
future sights are then set on a suite
of tooling functions for internal and
external methods, ROV and diver
operations.

"The laser itself will be delivered via
fibre from a laser source and gas
compressor, both of which remain
topside. This will provide laser
power of somewhere in the region
of 10-20kW, he says, well within the
capabilities of the vessels from which
it would be deployed."
Lasers offer considerable benefits
compared with contact or abrasive
tools. A non-contact laser eliminates
the risk of mechanical jamming and
tool wear that represents a significant
reduction in down-time and the
associated cost of parts. Naturally,
speed is also a major upside.
The partners have suggested that the
cutting process could be up to be four
times faster than existing underwater
cutting technologies. Greater
reductions are possible if one factorsin the reduced number of working
days at sea required to complete a job,
or indeed a whole campaign.

Once the group has both the
technology and processes in place
in 2019, the goal is then for the
SubSeaLase to be developed towards a
post-project use.
UCS is keenly aware of the benefits
that laser adoption can bring to the
sector.
“UCS has never shied away from
any type of new cutting technology,”
he said, and as laser power and
equipment flexibility increase, he
believes that “with the current
pressures of cost reduction, the
SubSeaLase project will give the
industry access to an exciting new
advancement in subsea technology,
furthering the cutting toolbox.”
Just as laser cutting has become
accepted onshore in many industrial
processes, the group are confident
that it will not be long before the
subsea sector can realise its benefits
too.

In addition to this, UCS is developing
some other exciting tooling systems.
One such is a system to cut large
diameter and large wall thickness
products internally using disc cutters.
"These are an extremely efficient
way of severing pipe, however
one intrinsic problem they have
is jamming," said Collis. "The part
recently supporting the pipe is no
longer there, causing the upper
part to fold against the lower part,
pinching the blade.
"We examined this problem and
devised a novel multi-disc cutter
based on tungsten carbide tipped
(TCT) cutting technology. We
have developed a patent pending
procedure and tooling system to
mitigate the compression issue
causing the blades to jam. We are
now in the process of concept testing
the methodology on a mock up
product and this like for like versus
abrasive cutting could be in the
region of eight times quicker. We are
currently looking for partners to help
expedite this to the market.”
Another new system that UCS has on
its development table is an internal
blade cutter also known as the
“Heli- Whopper”. The patent pending
design is aiming at the mechanical
cutting option for internally cutting
multistring products.
It is based on a blade storage system
in the vertical body, but is flexible
enough to advance horizontally
through the product walls.
"The great thing is we have been able
to have a small tool, typically 9 5/8in
and extend out to 36in.

Laser cutting

"In the past, for this type of
mechanical cutting technique, it
has been rotating flare cutters,
where knives advance upward while
rotating like scissor arms, but these
have experienced jamming or cutting
problems and are not always time
efficient,” he concluded.
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Remotely Operated Single Beam Survey Boat

Multiplexers and fibre optic
telemetry solutions
Highly versatile and
configurable

High bandwidth

Z-Boat
Teledyne Oceanscience has launched
the new Z-Boat 1250 remotely
operated hydrographic survey vessel.
The designers made it sturdy enough
for tough terrain but light enough
to be one person portable. The new
Z-Boat 1250 is outfitted with a single
beam echosounder and is ideally
suited for inland waters such as
streams, rivers, and lakes.

The new trimaran style boat has a
lightweight hull manufactured from ABS
plastic. The 1250 is IP67 rated, which
makes it well suited to survey in most
water conditions.

two thrusters, one in each outrigger,
and an advanced 2.4 GHz remote
control transmitter that differentially
adjusts the two thrusters to steer the
boat. .

Thanks also to its collapsible sliding
crossbar, the new vessel is easily
transported by a single operator making
surveys in remote areas possible. The
new Z-Boat’s propulsion system uses

Applications include mining pits and
tailing ponds, environmentally sensitive
areas, construction and inspection
zones, dams and reservoirs, harbours,
rivers, and more.

Non-serviceable Cameras and Lights
MacArtney has launched a new
LUXUS compact PUR-moulded
camera and LED light.
Representing state-of-theart underwater cameras,
lights and accessories for the
marine industry, MacArtney’s
LUXUS range is designed to
offer reliability and excellent
performance, while allowing for
extensive operational flexibility.

Both products are ideal for a multitude
of demanding underwater tasks and
operations. The housings of both
products are made from PUR. They are
both non-serviceable and represent
steady and viable functionality and
applicability at low cost.

l The LUXUS compact PUR
camera is a light sensitive camera.
It has a fixed focal length which
can be factory adjusted to capture
images at very close range. It is
available with different lenses for
various angles of view.

They both provide depth ratings of
200m and are applicable for markets
like offshore wind and fish farming as
well as traditional areas within diving.

It has been designed to function
perfectly in combination with the
LUXUS compact PUR LED and the
LUXUS media controllers.
l The LUXUS compact PUR LED
is a wet and dry light applicable
from 200m depth up to the deck
without having to be switched off.
It is the smallest and most costeffective LED light in the LUXUS
range.
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LUXUS PUR-moulded
camera and LED light

It comes with a 0.6 m open
end cable or terminated with a
SubConn or alternative customer
specified connector.

20 year track record

Full HD video
interface

MacArtney global solutions
Denmark Norway United Kingdom USA Canada
Netherlands
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Germany Australia

Singapore

France

China
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Underwater Vehicles
ROTV

Flying Submarine

Archaeological Project

A futuristic 'flying fish'-styled defence system for the
Royal Navy was envisaged by Saab Seaeye systems
engineer, Ali Roy. With defence dangers acute at the
waterline, she designed an organic shaped concept
with the nimble agility to both fly and swim – to avoid
detection or pursue a quarry.

After more than a month out on the Black Sea, the third
year of the Black Sea MAP marine archaeological project
has been completed. The main objective of the project
has been to map the submerged submarine landscapes
along the Bulgarian coast. The water level of the Black Sea
has risen significantly since the end of the last ice age, and
ancient shorelines can now be found down to a depth of
more than 100m.

Joining a team of the UK's brightest and most
talented young engineers and
scientists Ali was tasked by the Royal
Navy, along with the rest of the
group, to imagine submarines of the
future.
The young British scientists and
engineers were gathered together
under FutureNest, an offset of
UKNEST, a not-for-profit forum that
promotes the engineering, science
and technology interests of UK Naval
Defence.
The futuristic submarine concepts,
that emerged from the FutureNest group and
unveiled by the Royal Navy, mimicked living marine
lifeforms and radically changes the way underwater
warfare could look in 50 years.
Along with Ali Roy’s flying concept, there was
a crewed mothership shaped like a manta ray,
unmanned eel-like vessels equipped with sensor pods
which dissolve on demand to avoid enemy detection,
and fish-shaped torpedoes sent to swarm against
enemy targets.
Commander Peter Pipkin, the Royal Navy's Fleet
Robotics Officer, said: "It's predicted that in 50 years'
time there will be more competition between nations
to live and work at sea or under it. So it's with this in
mind that the Royal Navy is looking at its future role,
and how it will be best equipped to protect Britain's
interests around the globe.”

Screen shot of
the 2000-yearold Roman wreck
in 2000m water
depth. The port
side quarter
rudder with its
tiller still attached
(Photo Johan
Rönnby, Black Sea
MAP)

During 2016 and 2017, MMT together with Reach Subsea
has participated with underwater technology, survey and
ROV vessels (from the 76m long M/V Stril Explorer and the
98m long M/V Havila Subsea).
A total search distance of approximately 2600km has been
mapped with the newly developed Surveyor Interceptor
ROV. In addition, about 50 sediment cores have been
collected for analysis. The survey found more than 60 new
wrecks. These were inspected and documented with work
class ROVs (Kystdesign Supporter and Shilling) down to
over 2000m depth.
The preservation conditions for wood in the Black Sea are
similar to those in the Baltic Sea. In both of these inland
seas, wood and other organic materials can be preserved
for a very long time. However, unlike the Baltic Sea, many
custom-built trade and war ships belonging to powerful
states and cultures have sailed and sunk in the Black Sea
for thousands of years.
Preliminary age determinations indicate that the oldest
wrecks that were found and inspected during the project
are from classical Greek and Roman times. This means that
some of the examined wrecks at the seabed are up
to 2500 years old.
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The unique preservation conditions, in
a dark and low-oxygen environment,
result in many of the ships having
intact hullsides and masts still
standing up. On board the ships, many
containers for wine, oil and olives have been
found. Some of these amphorae have been

Preliminary photogrammetric model
of Black Sea MAP’s final discovery
of 2017. A Roman ship lying in over
2000 metres water depth. Its mast
still stands, both quarter rudders with
their tillers are still attached and the
yards lie on deck where they fell. Rope
is still draped over the frames due
to the extraordinary preservation of
organic materials in the Black Sea’s
anoxic conditions. The relatively slight
damage at the bow and stern was
sustained at the time of wrecking.
Since then, nearly two thousand years
ago, time has passed it by (Black Sea
MAP).

salvaged with an ROV after first being
uncovered using a suction hose.
Marine archaeologists on board
have been able to study ancient
shipbuilding details, previously
known only through paintings and
inscriptions.
In addition to standard survey
systems on the ROVs (chirp, sidescan
sonar and multibeam echo sounder),
MMT equipped the different ROVs
with lasers and high resolution still
and video cameras. 3D, made to scale
models of the wrecks were created
on board using photogrammetry and
laser bathymetry equipment, and
were printed using a 3D printer on
board Havila Subsea.
In many cases, was possible to have
a correct scale model of a wreck less
than 12 hours after it was discovered!

EIVA ScanFish XL
effective for cable depth of burial
surveys and more recently UXO
surveys.
EIVA
originally
designed its
ScanFish remotely
operated towed vehicle
(ROTV) as platform for subsea
sensors. It came standard with a
maximum sensor payload of 50kg.
When the marine geophysicalgeotechnical service delivery
specialist PanGeo Subsea contacted
EIVA to discuss the possibility of
using the ScanFish together with
their Sub-Bottom Imager (SBI)
unit, which weighs 300 kg, this
necessitated a design upgrade.
The EIVA R&D team took up the
challenge in May 2017 and four
months later, a ScanFish XL was
introduced.
The ROTV itself measures 4.33 by
2.73 by 2.77m. It weighs 1840 kg in
air but is neutrally buoyant in water.
Moya Cahill, Pangeo’s President
said 'PanGeo’s SBI 3D acoustic SAS
capability has proven to be very

"We are very excited with the
prospect of having PanGeo’s SBI
interfaced onto EIVA’s ScanFish
XL ROTV. We will market this new
ScanFish/SBI combination as the
SBI SeaKite. It has been designed to
deliver a more cost effective multisensor towed solution for pre-route
and UXO surveys.'
The ScanFish XL has a payload of
350kg, making it ideal for fitting the
PanGeo Subsea SBI as well as other
pieces of equipment that extend the
standard payload of 50kg. Moreover,
as EIVA has added the 3D option for
horizontal steering. PanGeo Subsea
customers will be able to not only
control the vertical position of their
sensors in the water column, but
also benefit from the possibility of
controlling the sideways movements
of the ROTV as well.
The ScanFish XL has already
undergone its first sea trials with
promising results. PanGeo is
targeting to have its SBI SeaKite
ready for full commercial use in the
2018 survey season.
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ROV blocks being
machined onsite at
Trelleborg's Boston
location

Creating Custom Buoyancy
by Will Ricci, Business Development Manager, Trelleborg Applied Technologies

Many people may think of empty
space or air as nothingness –
space that’s perhaps waiting to be
filled with something useful – but
scientists and engineers know that
the voids are intrinsically valuable.

magnification
the near perfect
spherical shape
of these glass
bubbles is
revealed.

When choosing a supplier for buoyancy for remotely
operated vehicles, manufactures should look for a
company that not only manufactures hollow glass
microspheres but can also carry out testing of density,
strength, moisture content and more, before the HGMS
are incorporated into composite buoyancy systems.

They can fortify structures to make
them stronger without burdening
them with weight. The ability to
manipulate that nothingness brings
new opportunities to many fields,
especially in deep-sea exploration.
Through the use of high–tech
hollow glass microspheres (HGMS),
the issue of weight for deepsea exploration vehicles can be
overcome.

Typically they
are used as
alternatives to
conventional
fillers and
additives such
as silica, calcium
carbonate, talc,
Super Magnification of Hollow Glass Microspheres
and clay.
Thin walled, hollow glass microspheres
The key properties of low density
can be customized via surface
HGMS are their light weight and
treatments, material chemistry
strength. Incorporating them into
selection, density specifications, or
buoyancy products allows Remotely
particle size distribution, thereby being
Operated Vehicle (ROV) manufacturers
tailored to meet demanding strength,
to dramatically reduce the density and
weight and electrical specifications for
weight of a vehicle’s buoyancy, while
customers in a variety of markets.
improving its dimensional stability and
impact strength.
For buoyancy applications, HGMS can
be incorporated into a wide range of
HGMS have the potential to half or
polymer and resin systems and replaced
quarter the weight of buoyancy and
or combined with other materials to
with a proportionally higher volume
create composites, many of which
compared to a solid filler, they can
are used in demanding offshore
significantly reduce the weight of
environments.
buoyancy without compromising its
physical strength and integrity.
The unique properties of HGMS can be
modified to enhance specific properties
of the buoyancy package a customer is
looking for to achieve, for example, high
strength to weight ratios, specific uplift
targets or high temperature resistance.
In addition, manufacturing syntactic
foams with customized HGMS allows the
surface chemistry of the microspheres
to be enhanced.

Following this, the finished buoyancy package should
then go through its own testing to ensure the final
product meets the density, weight and strength
parameters for the project.
Typical buoyancy tests that should be performed on the
final package include:

By combining glass and air,
manufacturers can incorporate
high performance microspheres
into a wide range of polymer and
resin systems to create composite
solutions such as subsea foam
buoyancy, which meet demanding
strength and weight specifications.

Hollow Glass Microspheres
HGMS may appear to the naked
eye to resemble a fine, white, freeflowing powder. However, under

This has proven to show the benefit of
improved adhesion properties within
the matrix, adding performance value to
the composite system by simultaneously
increasing the composite’s moisture
resistance and strength.
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Finished ROV unit being tested in the onsite buoyancy pool
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With this in mind, most buoyancy
manufacturers will offer several grades
of buoyancy for deep-sea exploration
vehicles, which can be further
customized to meet the specific needs
of the customer.

1.
blocks

2.
Cycle testing for 1,000 times
3.
Full testing to hydrostatic pressure on random samples
4.
10% of manufactured blocks tested at service pressure
for 24 hours

Hydrostatic testing of full cubic feet buoyancy
Hollow Glass Microspheres Under Microscope

Environmental ROV
ECA Group has delivered a fully
equipped H800-1000 to the
Monaco Oceanography Institute for
coral reef sampling and analysis.

developed to operate at 1000m
depth, is equipped, with a sonar, an
acoustic positioning system with 3
transponders, a five- function electric

manipulator arm, and a motorised
6 compartment special receiver,
able to store the coral sample and its
surrounding water.

"The preservation of coral reefs all
around the world is an important
preoccupation for oceanographic
scientists," said a spokesman. "The
best way to check the status of
the deep coral reefs is to collect
samples of coral and surrounding
water, for further analysis.
"What can be performed by divers
in very shallow waters, however,
has to be done by dedicated ROVs
for deep waters."
The Monaco Oceanography
Institute has launched a 3 years
campaign around the world and,
to run this coral collection, the
Institute selected the ECA Group
H800-1000 ROV..
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The delivery and commissioning
took place at the end of early 2017,
together with the training for the
future operators.
This H800 ROV specifically

H800-1000 ROV
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“DELIVERING INDUSTRY-LEADING
SURVEY PERFORMANCE AND DATA
RESOLUTION TO OUR CLIENTS.”
MEET US AT THE COMING
YEARS’ TWO MAIN EVENTS:
OCEANOLOGY INTERNATIONAL
IN LONDON, MARCH 2018

ROV

OCEAN BUSINESS
IN SOUTHAMPTON, APRIL 2019

MMT.SE

A new tracked system has been added
to Aleron's subsea ROV to carry out
seabed operations.
While the term Remotely Operated
Vehicle often refers to free swimming
units, it equally applies to a genre of
non-buoyant devices. One such system
has been the AUXROV produced by
Aleron Subsea.
The design of the Auxrov is based on
a suspended main body that houses
hydraulic thrusters for positioning, and
ani interchangeable work component,
typically underslung below the ROV.
Aleron has already produced a number
of work tools such as grabs,survey
skids and connections for mass flow
evacuation (MFE) tools to accompany
the ROV body, but for the first time,
the company is now offering a novel
tracked seabed crawler system.
"The design was a result of a
discussion with a key client that had
experienced problems operating in
high current environments," said
Business Development Manager Gary
McConnell. "We proposed an idea
that instead of being manoeuvred by

Electro-hydraulic power pack

thrusters,
we would
relocated the body on the
seabed and use caterpillar tracks to
drive and position the ROV.
"We are currently carrying out detailed
field tests on the new system to see
how it behaves in high tidal areas.
We are also investigating how adding
an excavator arm grab tool onto the
device will further extend the range of
subsea operations."

ROV Body
The ROV design is based on a
corrosion-resistant stainless steel
frame that can be lowered into the

water by crane
or A-frame/
active heave
compensated
winch. This
compensation eliminates
excessive loading on the subsea
equipment from vessel movement,
and allows the operator to continue
working even in challenging
conditions.
"We were originally approached by
clients interested in a suspended
ROV for use in the seabed clearance
market," said McConnell, " such as
lifting boulders from the path of
pipelines and cables. We decided,
however, to extend this concept to a
heavier duty system, with a throughlift capacity of 20t. This would be

to manoeuvre much heavier heavy
underslung tooling and thus carry out a
greater range of subsea operations,"

engineering route. It can determine
depth of burial, detect free spans and
reveal the 'out of straightness'.

Manoeuvring the suspended frame is
carried out by four hydraulic transverse
thrusters, with a combined output
of 3000HP. The suspended vehicle
can be positioned and rotated in any
horizontal plane. The dually-redundant
(or combined power, depending on
the operation) hydraulic system has a
maximum flow of up to 520 litres/min.

When the underslung tooling is
attached, however, it can extend
its operation. This uses a simple
hydraulic latching system and
interface plate, although additional
structural frameworks can be used
to interface with larger tools such as
mass flow evacuation units.

At the base of the unit is a docking
bullet. This which allows a number of
interchangeable devices to be attached
to the ROV depending on the desired
task. The power feed comes from the
hydraulic system from above. The 10
station valve pack provides proportional
control to the ROV.
"Sensors are built into the hydraulic
ram that tell the software that the units
are fully engaged," said McConnell.
"Disengagement commands are
password-protected."
The ROV body itself is armed with
a network of electronic sensors
such as an altimeter, depth
sensor Tritech Gyro multibeam
sonar, all managed from a
fibre optic control system.
The control system allows
the interfacing of multiple
LED lights and cameras.
On its own, the stable
ROV body can be
quickly transformed
with a pipetracker
by the addition of
a seabed mapping
skid. The vehicle
can map topography,
surveying above and below the sea
bed for unexploded ordnance, devising
an optimum pipe and cable pre-
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Cutting systems specialist, Webtool
has announced the industry’s first
electro-hydraulic power pack bringing
a high pressure, hydraulic capability to
inspection class and smaller ROVs. The
lightweight, battery powered power
pack, called EHP350, is designed to
be used with Webtool wire rope and
softline cutters at water depths up to
1000m.
Until now, inspection class ROVs have
lacked the capability to use Webtool
range of subsea cutters, due to the
weight of the hydraulic systems
required. The EHP350 power pack
weighs less than 7kg in water, and
can generate 350 bar of hydraulic
pressure.

"MFE tools are used for non-contact
dredging" said McConnell. " They
can be used for cable and pipeline
burial and backfill, as well as sandwave clearance, object burial and of
course, mattress deburial.
Many traditional mass flow
excavators work by pumping
seawater or hydraulic fluid down
from the surface to turn the
excavator rotor. These surface pumps
can be very high capacity, but this
effectively limits the water depth that
the excavator can be used.
By providing power at the tool level,
however, means that the large deck
space is freed up and any down lines
are unnecessary. The local delivery
of 210bar of hydraulic power to the
excavator turbines means that they
can perform excavation in water
depths up to 3000m.
Other tools include a clamshell or
tine grab. This allows the operator
to conduct seabed excavation work
including small boulder recovery,
debris removal, decommissioning
and cargo salvage.

The EHP350 is available as a package
with a specially designed, lightweight
cutter (7kg in water), DFC1, capable
of cutting both wire rope up to ½
inch (12.5mm) and softline up to
1 inch (25mm) due to the cutter’s
interchangeable blades and anvils.
All the power required to operate the
power pack is drawn from lightweight,
high capacity rechargeable batteries,
ensuring no power is drawn from the
ROV, consequently ROV functionality
is unaffected. When utilising the DFC1,
up to 20 cuts can be performed on a
single charge and recharged using the
supplied charger.
EHP350
Powerpack
and cutter

The clamshell grab has a capacity of
2.5m3 The tine grab has a capacity of
3m3 Alternatively, shear cutter tools
can be employed for the cutting and
recovery of pipe and cable.
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Sirius-X
AISUS has launched an improved internal gravity deployed ultrasonic
scanning tool, SIRIUS-X, for completing ultrasonic corrosion mapping
within offshore caissons, risers and conductors.
Following successful field trials, it recently completed its first caisson
inspection programme for a major UK oil and gas operator. The projects
were completed in 14 days and included internal inspection of the largest
diameter caisson to date.
The SIRIUS-X is controlled from the topside, allowing inspection data to
be captured above, within and below a variety of obstacles and diameter
variations commonly encountered within caissons, without removing the
tool.
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It has been developed to maximise data accuracy and minimise the
duration of inspections to meet the increasing demands of the offshore
industry. Featuring a high torque rotary drive and a scanning speed of up
to 5m/hr, its small cross-sectional footprint with minimal hydro-dynamic
drag also allows it to perform during elevated sea states.
The SIRIUS-X’s simplified and lightweight design means it can be easily
configured and adapted in-field where required, further limiting the
duration of offshore inspections and reducing costs. It can be deployed to
depths of up to 200m and adjusted for a range of caisson sizes, from 14in
to 60in,
at the5touch
of a button.
UT3
Issue
October
November 2017
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SUT EVENING MEETINGS
NORTH OF ENGLAND EVENING MEETING

Subsea Infrastructure; Introduction & Virtualisation
Department of Marine Technology, Armstrong Building, Newcastle University

Wednesday 20th September 2017

by James Young and Tom Arnold, PDL Solutions (Europe) Limited

To conclude, Jerry spoke about the requirement of design for
intervention in subsea systems. He had shown throughout his
presentation that typical subsea infrastructure is composed of
a number of complex components and systems; situated in an
aggressive environment with potentially corrosive production
fluids and therefore, intervention must be possible.

Wednesday 20th September marked
the fourth evening meeting of the year
for the North of England branch of the
Society for Underwater Technology.
The members convened at Newcastle
University on a distinctly autumnal
evening where the group heard two
presentations on the topic of subsea
infrastructure.
The first presentation was given
by Dr. Jerry Baker, Baker Marine
Technology Ltd and was intended to
provide an overview of typical subsea
infrastructure. This presentation
proved useful allowing members to see
beyond the range of their particular
product.
Beginning with a brief history of how
the subsea infrastructure developed;
he described how the OPEC Oil Crisis
in 1973/4 triggered a search for new
sources of oil and gas. Early efforts
consisted of small offshore platforms
installed near shore in 20-40m deep
water producing predominantly gas.
However, companies soon realised
there was much more opportunity
further out to sea, and looked to
access these oil fields. This led to
the development of the North Sea
platforms situated in water of 100160m depth which requires a much
larger support structure.
During drilling it is vital that the well
can be completely isolated, which is
done through the use of a blowout
preventer and then a christmas tree is
installed on completion of drilling.
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units (FPSOs) rather than more permanent platforms which is
a cost-effective alternative. This led to subsea facilities being
more common, especially on the North Sea, with subsea stepouts also being used where possible.

He also cited the potential for third party damage from
activities such as trawling as another potential source for
infrastructure damage. Due to all these aspects, intervention
is vital to ensure the safe and reliable operation of the subsea
systems.
Key functions of the
umbilical in a subsea
tie-back
Conditioning includes: the use of scale
inhibitor to prevent scale build up
inhibiting movement of valves; and gas
injection, known as gas lift, to initiate
extraction by decreasing the density of
the fluid.
The new platforms required were very
large, and whilst these single larger
platforms were more economic their
range to which they could drill was
limited. This led to the use of subsea
Christmas trees, allowing remote drilling
from the platform to take place with the
Christmas trees on the seabed.
Furthermore, this development also
allows one platform to service many
wells, with the wells all feeding back to
the platform. The first of these platforms
was Shell’s Brent Bravo in the 1980s
which consisted of one well and wet tree,
which Jerry described as the beginning of
subsea engineering as we know it!

These consist of a minimum of two
valves in sequence and take their name
from the resemblance of early versions
of the valve stacks to the festive item.

Jerry portrayed that having multiple wells
all feeding back to the platform remains
quite complex; so it was designed so
that the wells were tied into a subsea
manifold.

Following this, he explained that
platforms, also referred to as hosts,
are required for control and safety of
production, separation of production
fluids, and conditioning of the wells
and fluids.

These manifolds contain pipework for
production, and gas and water injection.
There are also many sensors for flow
rates, pressures and temperatures.
Valves are also present, used to control
the flow direction. The control of the
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system is done from the platform;
hence a Master Control Station
(MCS) is present on the host which is
connected to Subsea Control Modules
(SCM) via a control umbilical.
Various different subsea facilities
can be added to the manifold, such
as booster pumps and separation
and treatment systems, in order to
increase the amount of remote control
in the system. However, more remote
control adds some control complexity.

The second presentation was courtesy of Mahesh Menon,
Digital Services Manager at SMD. The talk focused on the new
true physics based platform Sentio, which allows offshore
operations to be simulated within a virtual environment.
Mahesh first defined the reasons behind the development
of the new software. He initially explained the negatives
of current ROV simulators, highlighting the large cost and
relatively low value they offer due to factors including
maintenance and the requirement to employ a person
to oversee the running of the simulator. During SMD’s

Validation of SITs, aiding in development of the project
plan and checking doubts early were all expressed as being
areas in which Sentio could be applied during a project.
Sentio uses a managed library of physical models meaning
that the user is not required to start from scratch each time
the software is used allowing for the planning process to
take place more quickly, removing hassle and subsequently
allowing for cost reduction to take place.
The second section of the presentation focused on a case
study of the repair and maintenance of an offshore platform.
Mahesh described the use of Sentio in this project to
validate risks identified by the client and further identify
additional risks to be taken into account. The project began
with the client providing a risk matrix allowing the focus
points of the operation to be understood. A storyboard
was then created by SMD to identify the key points of the
operation. The generation of a Sentio workpack highlighted
key risks missed during the initial scope of work enabling a
revised risk matrix to be produced.
The identified risks were then split into three categories;
transport risks, installation risks and risks involved in
the design and building of a bespoke clamp used for the
operation. These categories allowed the clamp design to be
updated and the procedures used to be modified.
The process was further optimised with the use of Sentio to
minimise the risks within the project. The risk matrix created
was then updated to show the reduced risks. Mahesh
quantified that the use of Sentio provided a ten-fold benefit
during the clamp installation for the required maintenance
and explained that if Sentio had been used sooner the
project cost would have been ten times less expensive.

He then spoke about the various
pipelines required stating that
pipelines (production flowlines) are
required to carry the produced fluids
from manifolds to hosts and are
typically buried for insulation and
on-bottom stability purposes. Gas Lift
(GL) and Water Injection (WI) flowlines
are also typically buried to offer some
protection especially if they are of a
small diameter.
Jerry then showed how far flexible
pipes and risers have come over
the last 70 years, allowing much
more extreme conditions over larger
distances. Flexible pipe advantages
including not requiring tie-in spools,
and flexible risers decouple surface
motions from seabed infrastructure.
This has huge significance, because it
allows floating hosts such as Floating
Production Storage and Offloading

investigation of simulators used in other industries they were
able to identify three fundamental factors to manage within
their program; safety, risk and cost.

A lengthy question and answer session then followed
in which Mahesh clarified that Sentio is best used as
a validation and visualisation tool as opposed to an
engineering design tool.
He illustrated how the use of the software had improved
the communication between engineering and operations
teams significantly. Following this, he described that SMD
are currently working on integrating an augmented reality
model into the system. This would allow pilots to hook up to
a live ROV and switch between actual and virtual to enable
practice runs to be completed in the virtual environment just
prior to attempting the task.
Once the questions were answered the audience showed
their appreciation for the speakers and the evening was
concluded.

SMD SENTIO – Physics based mission simulation

Thanks to the speakers for their time, the organisers of the
evening and to the branch sponsors for their kind support.
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Soon to be available through the
UT2 website www.ut-2.com

Underwater Equipment
SAR Training
In 2017, JW Fishers released its newest underwater metal detector – the
SAR-1 (Search and Recovery). This
detector was purpose-built for military, law enforcement, commercial,
and public safety dive teams whose
mission sets include locating metallic
objects in low visibility environments.

In this new feature, are
going to record videos
explaining aspects of subsea
engineering... in around a
minute

The SAR-1 has a streamlined, snareless design with no external wires
or cables making this detector the
ideal tool for work in environments
containing potential entanglement
and hazards. The SAR-1’s ten ultrabright LEDs and sensory (vibration)
target indicators make this unit one
of a kind.
The Oneida County Public Safety Dive
Team in Wisconsin is “responsible for
the protection of life and property
through mitigation of incidents involving water rescue and recovery.”
Dive team members attend monthly
training events and are on-call for incidents involving the need for water
rescue and recovery.
Recently, the team was training with
their JW Fishers’ Pulse 8X hand held
detector in addition to testing their
newly acquired SAR-1 for the very
first time. “We had a great weekend
diving with the new SAR-1 and the
Oneida County Public Safety Dive
Team!”
At one point during the event, a dive
team member surfaced with the
SAR-1 in one hand and a firearm in
the other. This came as a pleasant
surprise to the team’s leader who
hadn’t placed any training weapons
in the water that day.
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New England Marine LLC in Colchester, Vermont, provides professional
waterfront services, moorings, custom docks, SCUBA diving, and marina
consulting. Recently, a client called
and could not locate the submerged
anchor for a dock's next move. The
location was estimated and New
England Marine owner Jeff Lefebvre
was able to discover the anchor and
lines with the SAR-1.

Fishers SAR-1

OSIL Corer
Ocean Scientific International Ltd
has delivered a 12 station Multiple
Corer to XMU University in China.
The hydrostatically damped Multi
Corer is capable of collecting up
to 12 samples simultaneously,
which include a high-quality
sediment sample and the overlying
supernatant water.
The well preserved samples
consistently retrieved by users
ensures that the OSIL Multiple Corers
enjoy a privileged position as the
primary corers for environmental
impact assessment worldwide,
and are universally acknowledged
as being the only way of reliably
collecting a truly undisturbed
sediment sample from the seabed.

bottom once the sample has been
taken, allowing rapid retrieval of the
corer without jeopardising sample
integrity.
The corers are available in a
600mm or 800mm length core tube
specification. Delivery times for the
corers and spares are low, meaning
last minute cruises can be catered
for and systems can be kept in
constant use for many years.

The corer is constructed from
stainless steel and features
detachable core assemblies,
which enables the core tubes (or
if necessary the entire core tube
assembly) to be removed from the
corer for analysis or storage.
The core tubes are sealed top and
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A photo essay looking back
to how engineers solved
problems and develop
techniques that we now take
for granted. If any reader has
photos that they would like
publishing in this archive,
please send them to us at
john@ut-2.com
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12 station Multiple Corer
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PULSE
ULTRASONIC CHEMICAL INJECTION
METERING VALVES

The PULSE CIMV’s nonintrusive, line-of-sight ultrasonic
flowmeter achieves accuracy better than ± 3% of the reading.

Save opex with efficient, accurate
subsea chemical injection.
PULSE* chemical injection metering valves (CIMVs) feature particulate-tolerant ultrasonic technology
that reliably measures chemical inhibitor flow rate without the need for subsea filtration.
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By improving the precision of distributed chemical injection, PULSE CIMVs help you more efficiently mitigate
the formation of production-limiting hydrate, scale, and wax and reduce operating costs over the life of the field.
Find out more at

cameron.slb.com/pulse
*Mark of Schlumberger. Copyright © 2017 Schlumberger. All rights reserved. 17-VL-312044
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